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ABSTRACT
Surface expression of recombinant proteins has attracted a lot of
attention due to its potential in applications such as enzyme production,
vaccine delivery and bioremediation. Autotransporters have been used
for surface expression of a variety of proteins, but the expression
systems reported in literature have typically been inflexible and incapable
of detecting proteolysis, thereby limiting surface expression yield.
In this thesis, a modular surface expression system, utilizing dual tag
detection, was therefore created. It was based on the adhesin involved in
diffuse adherence (AIDA-I) autotransporter, and was here used to
express the model proteins SefA and H:gm on the cell surface of
Escherichia coli. Due to the dual tag detection system, proteolysed H:gm
could be successfully verified on the cell surface. By optimizing
cultivation conditions, surface expression yield of SefA was increased by
300 %, and proteolysis reduced by 33 %. While proteolysis could not be
eliminated completely, the work presented in this thesis is a major step
towards a general system for surface expression of a wide range of
proteins in varied applications.
Keywords: surface expression, autotransport, AIDA-I, Escherichia coli,
proteolysis, detection tag

“ Det är egentligen bara dåliga böcker som äro i behov av förord. ”
- Vilhelm Moberg
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Introduction

PREFACE
Expression of recombinant proteins is a widespread technology
accessible to practically all researchers in biotechnology. It is today a
reality because of the advances in molecular cloning in the 1970’s,
starting with the first isolation of a gene, and followed by the discovery
of restriction enzymes (1-3). Human insulin was the first recombinant
protein to be expressed in a foreign host, which was achieved in the year
of 1978 by using Escherichia coli (4). This protein later became the world’s
first commercial recombinant protein product, launched by Genentech
in 1982.
Production of recombinant proteins has grown to a multi-billion dollar
industry, with therapeutic proteins having the by far highest turnover.
The market now includes hormones and growth factors as well as
antibodies and vaccines (5). Recombinant proteins have also found their
way into the non-medical sector and are routinely used in production of
bulk products, animal feed, detergents, biofuels and specialty chemicals,
as well as in food processing, textile industry, agriculture and pulp and
paper industry (6,7). Some of these proteins are produced in thousands
of tons per year, such as for example Streptomyces xylose isomerase, used
in conversion of D-fructose into D-glucose, of which 100,000 tons are
produced annually (8).
Surface expression of proteins, also called surface display, has added an
additional dimension to recombinant protein expression (9). In this
technology, the protein of interest is fused to, and co-expressed with a
surface protein. Surface expression can be performed in many organisms
and has mainly found application in polypeptide library screening,
vaccine delivery, industrial enzyme production and cell-adsorption
technology (10).
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Several types of surface proteins have been studied for surface
expression, and autotransporters, found in Gram-negative bacteria, have
been extensively investigated because of their simple translocation
mechanism and capability of expressing various proteins on the surface
in relatively high numbers.
It is desirable to have access to an autotransport-based expression
system that can be widely used for different applications. There are three
primary requirements on such a system. First, it needs to be modular to
fit the demands of specific applications. This means primarily that the
components of the expression cassette needs to be easily replaceable,
and that the protein synthesize rate can be regulated, potentially vital
when expressing more complex proteins. It must further be possible to
conclude if the recombinant protein is directed towards the extracellular
environment or the periplasm, to confirm if surface expression actually
has been achieved. The last requirement concerns the surface expression
yield, which needs to be optimizable in order to achieve sufficient
amounts of the recombinant protein at the cell surface.
Unfortunately, the autotransport-based expression systems described in
past research only meets one or two of the listed requirements, but no
system meets all of them. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to create a
novel autotransport-based surface expression system that satisfied all
three requirements, in order to arrive at a widely usable surface
expression system. The strategy was to first construct a new, flexible
vector with improved detection capability, which subsequently would be
used to increase the amount of full-length protein at the cell surface.
The specific autotransporter used was the adhesin involved in diffuse
adherence (AIDA-I), a surface protein native to enteropathogenic E. coli,
which has been successfully transferred to laboratory strains. Being able
to use E. coli as the production platform is an advantage, as it is a wellcharacterized, fast growing model organism with stable genetics.
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THE CELL SURFACE
The cell surface is the outwards oriented section of the envelope that
separates the cell interior from the surrounding environment. It varies
between different types of organisms. For instance, Gram-positive
bacteria and yeast have a surface consisting of murein peptidoglycan
while Gram-negative bacteria and mammalian cells are enclosed by a cell
membrane. In Gram-negative bacteria, it is the outer cell membrane that
acts as the cell surface. The inner leaflet of this membrane is similar to
the leaflets of the cytoplasmic membrane, containing mainly
phospholipids. The outer leaflet does however consist of
lipopolysaccharides (LPS), a unique element not found in other cellular
membranes (11).

ATTACHMENT OF SURFACE PROTEINS IN BACTERIA
All cells have inherent systems for attaching proteins to their surface,
needed by the cell for interaction with the environment and other cells.
The principle by which the proteins are attached to the cell surface
differs whether they interact with the cell wall or a membrane. In Gramnegative bacteria for example, the surface proteins are generally
integrated into the membrane through hydrophobic interactions, while in
Gram-positive bacteria, surface proteins are usually covalently bound to
the cell wall (figure 1). However, also non-covalently cell wall associated,
as well as cell membrane interacting proteins do exist in Gram-positive
bacteria (12,13). It is by exploiting the natural surface translocation
systems that researchers have been able to express recombinant proteins
on the cell surface.
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Figure 1: Principle attachment of proteins at the cell surface. Left: Protein
integrated in a cell membrane by hydrophobic interactions. Right: Protein bound
to the peptidoglycan matrix of the cell wall.

PROTEIN ABUNDANCE AT THE E. COLI CELL SURFACE
In E. coli, there are three proteins/protein types that are predominantly
present in the outer membrane: lipoprotein, OmpA and porins (12).
Lipoprotein is most abundant in terms of absolute numbers
(700,000 copies/cell). This relatively small protein (7.2 kDa) is not
integrated in the outer membrane, but attached to its inner leaflet and
interacts with the cell wall. OmpA and porins do however span the
membrane, and together exist in 200,000 copies/cell. In total, they
constitute a surface area of 1.8 µm2, and given that the LPS of the outer
leaflet has a surface area of 4.9 µm2, this means that approximately 27 %
(1.8 µm2/(1.8 µm2 + 4.9 µm2)) of the cell surface consists of protein.
According to Neidhardt et al., E. coli can increase the protein content of
its outer membrane by up to 60 % before viability is affected, meaning
that it should in theory be possible to express at least 120,000 copies of a
recombinant protein of equal size to a porin/OmpA in the outer
membrane (11).
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HISTORY OF SURFACE EXPRESSION
Surface expression of recombinant proteins started in the year of 1985
when Smith et al. expressed plasmid digests on the surface of
bacteriophages by fusing them to the coat/docking protein pIII. They
noted that the phages infecting ability was intact, and this progress later
led to the development of phage-display (14,15). In the time following,
several groups published their results on surface expression in bacteria.
Charbit et al. reported in 1986 how a functional epitope of poliovirus
was exposed at the cell surface of E. coli K-12 when inserted in two sites
of LamB, a membrane receptor for bacteriophage λ (16). In the same
year, Freudl et al. reported how the insertion of short polypeptides in the
outer membrane protein (Omp) OmpA of E. coli K-12 made the protein
sensitive to proteinase K (17). Agterberg et al. did in 1987 show that
when the VP1-epitope of foot-and-mouth disease was incorporated into
the Omp PhoE of E. coli K-12, it was recognized by a monoclonal
antibody (18). Surface expression of recombinant peptides in yeast
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) followed some years after bacterial expression had
been investigated (19,20).
Today, several full-sized proteins have been successfully expressed on
the cell surface. Examples are Sorbitol dehydrogenase at 29 kDa, using
autotransport, and Salmobin at 26 kDa, using the GPI-anchored icenucleation protein (21,22). Due to its success, surface expression has
gathered a lot of interest, and can potentially be applied within numerous
fields. Below are some of the most promising applications of surface
expression briefly presented.
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SURFACE EXPRESSION APPLICATIONS

POLYPEPTIDE LIBRARY SCREENING
Polypeptide library screening is a method by which a randomized library
of recombinant peptides linked to their coding sequence is screened
against a target protein of interest (9,23). The method is based on the
principle that the polypeptide is expressed on the surface of a body
containing the DNA-sequence of the associated peptide. When a peptide
has bound a relevant target, non-binders are discarded and the body
expressing the peptide of interest is amplified and the DNA-sequence
retrieved. Originally, recombinant library screening was performed using
phage-display but surface expression in bacteria holds several advantages
over phage-display (14). The main advantage is that only the bacteria
needs to be cultivated, in contrast to the combination of bacteria and
bacteriophage in phage display (24). Another advantage is that no reinfection is required and the selected clone can be cultivated immediately
for DNA extraction. In addition, due to the larger size of bacteria, it is
possible to use high-throughput cell sorting techniques such as
Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) in the screening process (9).

BIOREMEDIATION
Bioremediation is the use of microorganisms and/or their proteins to
reduce the amount of contaminants and toxins in the environment (25).
The typical bioremediation strategy involves intracellular expression of a
binding protein, which allows the cell to absorb a toxic compound or
metal of interest. There are however negative aspects with this approach.
Most microorganisms have a low uptake rate of toxic compounds and
heavy metal absorption has a tendency to interfere with other
intracellular activities (26,27).
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By utilizing surface expression, and having the binding protein or
enzyme on the cell surface instead of intracellularly, it is possible to
circumvent these issues. For removal of xenobiotics, expressing the
degrading enzymes on the cell surface means that the barrier between the
enzyme and the substrate is effectively removed (28). Expressing metal
binding proteins on the cell surface gives a system where the binding
process does not disturb intracellular activity, and creates a possibility for
bound metals to be eluted from the cell surface, and the microorganism
to be reused (27).

VACCINE DELIVERY
The field of vaccine production is a promising area for surface
expression. Vaccines are traditionally produced as either virulent dead, or
attenuated living organisms (29). Live vaccines are preferred, as they tend
to give a stronger immune response, but the genetic mutations in the
attenuated variant has often not been characterized, and there is a risk
that the organism will revert its virulence (30). A promising alternative is
subunit vaccines, where only a fragment of an antigen is used to generate
an immune response. This method offers a high level of safety, with the
drawback of lower efficacy than live vaccines due to a shorter half life
(31). By presenting the antigenic subunit on the surface of a
microorganism, the organism itself becomes an adjuvant to the vaccine,
increasing the exposure time and negating the short life span of subunit
vaccines (9).
Surface expression has been investigated as a method for vaccine
delivery in several organism and epitope combinations. An example is
the expression of epitopes from hepatitis B and C, using the icenucleation protein on the surface of Salmonella typhi Ty21a (32). Antigens
from hepatitis B have also been expressed on the surface of E. coli using
LamB as the carrier protein (33). In Staphylococcus carnosus, the receptorbinding domain of diphtheria toxin has along with the Salmonella enterica
serovar Enteritidis (S. Enteritidis) proteins SefA and H:gm been
expressed on the cell surface using the anchoring domains of protein A
(34,35). Additional examples of microorganisms were epitopes have been
expressed on the cell surface are S. cerevisiae, Pichia pastoris and Lactococcus
lactis (36-38).
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INDUSTRIAL ENZYME PRODUCTION
Recombinantly produced enzymes are today cornerstones in several
industrial production processes. Hydrolases such as proteases, amylases,
lipases, cellulases and xylanases, are frequently used as additives in
detergent and animal feed, as well as in food processing, textile industry,
and pulp and paper industry (6,39). In addition to hydrolases, isomerases
and transferases have been found useful in the making of bulk products
and specialty chemicals (40,41).
The process of using enzymes to perform chemical transformation of
compounds is commonly called biocatalysis to separate it from
traditional chemical catalysis. Enzymes are highly selective and can
catalyze reactions with regio- and enantioselectivity, as opposed to
chemical catalysis (42). The use of enzymes further has the advantage
that the reaction can be performed in water solution and at low
temperature and pressure (43). Development, production and
purification of enzymes is typically costly, and most enzymes cannot be
produced easily in large quantities. Industrial bulk enzyme production
needs however to be cost-effective due to the low value of the final
product, a bottleneck in extending the usage of enzymes to other
industries.
A way of decreasing the cost of industrial enzymes is to reuse them. In
prokaryotes, the typical expression system requires the enzyme to be
retrieved from the cytoplasm or periplasm, and for mammalian cells,
inherent excretory systems that directs the recombinant product to the
medium are widely used (44). As the enzymes are soluble, there is no
inexpensive way of separating and recovering them from the product
after catalysis. One approach for reusing enzymes is to immobilize them
on a solid support which in turn can be recovered (45). This adds
however complexity to the production process, which in turn increases
the cost.
A more economical method of immobilizing enzymes could be to use
the producing cell’s surface as the attachment matrix. Compared to pure
enzymes produced in solution, this has the potential of being of a less
expensive process as enzyme purification is not necessary, and the
number of downstream operations is minimal (24). The enzyme can
further be reused by recovery of the host cell through centrifugation,
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filtration or biofilm formation. The negative aspect with this approach is
that it is generally easier to express a protein in solution than on the cell
surface, and more resources likely needs to be invested in research and
development.

ARTIFICIAL CELLULOSOMES
One of the most technically advanced surface expression systems under
development is that of artificial cellulosomes. Cellulosomes are
extracellular multi-enzyme complexes native to certain anaerobic
cellulolytic bacteria and fungi, designed to degrade the carbohydrates
found in lignocellulose, primarily cellulose and hemicellulose (46). The
cellulosome is assembled at the cell surface and its core is a non-catalytic
scaffoldin domain where enzyme subunits can attach through highaffinity cohesin-dockerin interaction (47). The enzymatic subunits of the
cellulosomes include cellulases, hemicellulases and pectinases. Moreover,
cellulose-binding domains (CBD) are part of the cellulosome complex,
with the task of directing the enzymes to the biomass.
Artificial minicellulosomes have been expressed on the surface of
S. cerevisiae. Zhao and co-workers have expressed a miniscaffoldin from
Clostridium thermocellum equipped with an CBD and three cohesins (48,49).
By simultaneously expressing either three cellulases or hemicellulases
with dockerin functionality, a cellulosome could be assembled, and
cellulose or arabionxylan degrading activity was seen (See figure 2 for the
principal arrangement of an artificial minicellulosome). Tsai et al. have
reported of the development of a similar system, but utilized a yeast
consortium, where each strain expressed either the scaffoldin or one of
three degrading enzymes (50,51). This was done in order to overcome an
uneven distribution of enzymes at the cell surface, hypothesized to be
caused by high metabolic burden or clogging in the cell secretory
machinery when all proteins were expressed from the same strain.
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Figure 2: The principal arrangement of an artificial cellulosome on the surface
of S. cerevisiae. A scaffoldin with a cellulose-binding domain (CBD) and several
cohesin domains is expressed on the surface of the cell. Lignocellolytic enzymes
with dockerin domains are secreted, and the minicellulosome complex is
assembled on the cell surface though high-affinity cohesin-dockerin interactions.
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SURFACE EXPRESSION IN BACTERIA
Bacteria come in many shapes and have highly diverse properties.
Compared to eukaryotic cells, they are typically fast growing and with
relatively small and uncomplicated genomes, properties that make them
attractive for production of recombinant proteins. Most bacteria are
further easily cultivated on inexpensive media and capable of
withstanding harsh process conditions such as a high stirring rate and
pressure. In addition, they can grow in a broad spectrum of pH-values
and temperatures.
While bacterial systems can be used for production many types of
recombinant protein products, they are not well suited for expression of
most eukaryotic proteins. Despite that it is now established that bacteria
are capable of both N- and O-linked glycosylation of proteins, the yield
of glycosylated proteins is often lower than in eukaryotic production
systems, and the glycosylation pattern is in most cases not authentic to
the naturally occurring protein (4,52,53).

SURFACE EXPRESSION IN GRAM-POSITIVE BACTERIA
As previously described, the cell surface differs between Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacterial species. Gram-positive bacteria lack the
protective outer membrane of their Gram-negative counterpart, and
their murein cell wall is therefore much thicker, as it is exposed to the
environment.
Surface proteins of Gram-positive bacteria can be divided into cell wall
and membrane associated proteins (54). Cell wall associated proteins
either have a conserved C-terminal cell wall sorting motif, LPXTG, and
are covalently anchored to the cell wall, or have a cell wall binding
domain for non-covalent integration into the cell wall (55). Cell
membrane associated proteins in turn have either a transmembrane
hydrophobic domain, or are covalently attached to the lipids of the cell
membrane, acting as lipoproteins (54). Proteins that have the LPXTG
cell wall sorting motif have been most thoroughly studied, and used for
surface expression of recombinant proteins (56).
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Protein A of Staphylococcus aureus is a well studied cell wall anchored
protein (24). It includes a N-terminal signal peptide, five IgG-binding
domains, a cell wall spanning domain (X) and a cell wall sorting motif
(M). Integration of recombinant proteins in the XM-region has lead to
successful expression of several proteins on the cell surface of
Staphylococcus xylosus, S. carnosus and L. lactis (57-59). Cell membrane
attached proteins have also been utilized for surface expression. One
example is the Bacillus subtilis lipoprotein DppE, which has been
integrated into an invasin from Yersinia pseudotuberculosis and subsequently
expressed in B. subtilis (24). The protein was however only exposed to
the surface if the cell wall was removed.

SURFACE EXPRESSION IN GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA
The concept of surface expression in bacteria was first proven in Gramnegative strains, and started with insertion of small peptides (9-15 aa)
into E. coli Omps, such as OmpA, LamB and PhoE (16-18). These
proteins span the outer membrane and have a beta-barrel structure
where the β-sheets are linked together by highly flexible loop regions
that extend into the periplasm or the cell exterior, and the peptides were
expressed on the surface by incorporation into the surface-exposed
loops. Some Omps are present in high number in the outer membrane.
OmpA for example, is present in close to 100,000 copies/cell, which
gives that a significant number of copies of a recombinant protein can be
expressed on the surface by being fused to this protein (12). However,
only peptides have been expressed in the loop regions of Omps, and
even though the largest insert was 162 aa long, expression of globular,
folded proteins would inevitably disturb the function of the Omp (60).
Lipoproteins, proteins that are covalently bound to the lipids of the
outer membrane in Gram-negative bacteria, have also been exploited for
surface expression. The ice-nucleation protein (Inp), a glycosyl
phosphatidylinositol-anchored outer membrane protein present in some
Gram-negative bacteria, is one of the more extensively investigated
lipoproteins, and has been utilized in several cases of surface expression.
Jung et al. were the first to use this protein when expressing Zymomonas
mobilis levansucras (46.7 kDa) on the surface of E. coli by using the Inp of
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Pseudomonas syringae (61,62). Additional examples includes expression of
salmobin (26 kDa) and organophosphorus hydrolase (39 kDa), and it has
been claimed that Inp can be used for surface expression of proteins as
large as 60 kDa (22,63).
Autotransporters, multi-domain polypeptides that contain all the needed
information for translocation over both the inner and the outer
membrane, have also been investigated for surface expression
applications (64,65). The first autotransporter to be discovered was the
Neisseria gonorrhoeae IgA1 protease, but several others have now been
identified and used for surface expression (66). As autotransport is the
surface expression method of choice in this thesis, it is later described in
detail.
Flagella and fimbriae, the large extracellular protein complexes associated
with cell motility and cell-to-cell interactions, have further been the
subject of surface expression studies. Flagella are filamentous structures
where each flagellum consists of thousands of copies of the protein
flagellin, and they are attractive targets for surface expression because of
the high total number of inserts that theoretically can be expressed (24).
While the N- and C-terminal regions of flagellin are highly conserved
among species, there is substantial variance in the central region.
Kuwajima et al. showed that this region was not needed for flagellum
function, as deletion of over 60 aa had no negative effect on synthesis or
motility (67). Later on, the same group replaced the central region with
an epitope from hen egg-white lysozyme, which was successfully
expressed on E. coli flagellar filaments.
Fimbriae are also filamentous surface structures, present in up to 500
copies per cell (68). Each fimbria consists of approximately 1,000
subunits of its principal building block, the fimbrillin protein. Fimbrillin
is therefore, like flagellin, present in high abundance at the cell surface
and appealing for insertion of peptides. Fimbrillin has regions of high
sequence variability that is associated with determining the antigenicity of
the fimbria that can be utilized for surface expression (24). In surface
expression experiments, mainly epitopes have been expressed using
fimbriae-based systems (69,70).
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Flagella and fimbriae expression systems share a weakness in that there is
a limitation of how long the inserted protein can be. Like for the Omps,
a too large insert will disturb protein functionality. It has been suggested
that flagellin inserts are required to be of 60 aa or less, although larger
proteins have been successfully expressed on the flagella filaments (9,71).
For surface expression on fimbriae, the maximum length seems to be
even shorter and a limitation of 25-35 aa has been discussed (24).
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AUTOTRANSPORT

THE TYPE V SECRETION SYSTEM
The original name on the autotransporter family was the IgA1 proteaselike autotransporter family, but it is nowadays simply called the
autotransporter family (66,72). These classical autotransporters make up
one of three sub-groups in the type V secretion system, and are
designated as type Va (figure 3) (73,74). The other two sub-groups are
the two-partner secretion system (type Vb) and the trimeric
autotransporter adhesin system (type Vc). According to genomic analysis,
the type V secretion system is suggested to include over 700 proteins,
which would make it the largest protein secretion system in Gramnegative bacteria (75).
All type V secretion systems are dependent on utilizing the Sectranslocon for transport over the inner membrane from the cytoplasm to
the periplasm (76). They share the presence of a β-barrel domain that
gets integrated into the outer membrane and subsequently acts as a pore
for the passenger domain of the protein to pass through. Type Va
autotransporters are synthesized as one long polypeptide, where as for
type Vb, the β-barrel pore and passenger are synthesized as two separate
chains, denoted as the TpsA and TpsB proteins (77). The recognition
process between the two proteins is mediated through a two-partner
secretion pathway domain in TpsA that interacts exclusively with TpsB
(73). Examples of well-studied proteins of the type Vb secretion system
are haemagglutinin from Bordetella pertussis and the ShlA/ShlB system of
Serratia marcescens (78,79).
Type Vc autotransporters have a different model for surface
translocation. As classical autotransporters, they are synthesized as one
polypeptide, but their β-barrel domain only holds four β-strands, which
is insufficient for forming a complete β-barrel (76). To obtain a complete
β-barrel, three proteins interact and form a trimer with one functional βbarrel out of twelve β-strands. Subsequently, the passenger domains are
expressed as trimeric structures on the cell surface. As the name
indicates, trimeric autotransporter adhesins are usually adhesion proteins
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that extend from the cell surface as rod-like arrangements (73). A typical
example of the type Vc secretion system is YadA, the Yersinia adhesin A,
a protein known to bind collagen, located on the surface of Yersinia
enterocolitica and Yersinia pseudotuberculosis (80). It has recently been
proposed that the type V secretion system should be extended with types
Vd and Ve, due to the discovery of new translocation mechanisms. These
types are however not covered in this thesis (76,81).

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the proteins expressed by the three subgroups of the type V secretion system. Classical autotransporters belong to type
Va, while the two-partner secretion system constitutes type Vb. The trimeric
autotransporter adhesins make up type Vc. In type Va, the protein is synthesized
as one polypeptide, linking the surface-expressed passenger domain to the
β-barrel pore. In type Vb, the passenger and the β-barrel are synthesized as two
separate peptides. Type Vc systems need to trimerize in order to form a
functional β-barrel and the passenger is expressed on the surface in a
trimeric form.

DOMAIN ARCHITECTURE OF AUTOTRANSPORTERS
The protein product of autotransporters contains several domains
(see figure 4). At the N-terminus, a signal peptide is found, which is
responsible for directing the pre-peptide for transport over the inner
membrane (82). At the C-terminus is the β-barrel domain that gets
integrated in the outer membrane and acts as a translocation pore for the
passenger domain that is to be exposed on the surface. The passenger is
arranged adjacent to the signal peptide, and is followed by a auto-
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chaperone domain, also called the stable core (74,83). This domain is a
highly conserved region of autotransporters that has been shown to be
essential for folding of the passenger protein (84). It is actually a part of
the passenger protein, but due to its importance, it is often denoted as a
separate element. The remaining region, situated between the
autochaperone and the β-barrel domain, is an α-helix domain, acting as a
linking segment between the pore and the autochaperone. The structure
of the Hemoglobin-binding protease (Hbp) from E. coli is shown in
figure 4 B to illustrate the arrangement of the folded protein domains.

A

B

N-terminus

signal petide

passenger

passenger

autochaperone
autochaperone
-helix
-helix

-barrel
-barrel

C-terminus

Figure 4: A: Domain architecture of autotransporters/type Va secretion systems.
At the N-terminus of the synthesized polypeptide is a signal peptide, followed by
the passenger domain, the autochaperone domain, α-helix and the β-barrel
domain at the C-terminus. B: The signal peptide is cleaved during transport, and
in the mature protein the β-barrel is integrated in the outer membrane and the
α-helix links to the autochaperone domain and the passenger situated on the cell
surface. The structures used were from Hemoglobin-binding protease (Hbp)
(PDB id 1WXR and 3AEH) (85,86).
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STRUCTURE OF PASSENGER PROTEINS
There is a range of functionally diverse passengers within the
autotransporter family. Several are virulence factors and mediate
functions such cell adhesion, toxicity and proteolysis (87). Some
examples are the IgA protease from N. gonorrhoeae, the adhesin involved
in diffuse adherence (AIDA-I) from E. coli and Pertactin from B. pertussis
(66,88,89). Even though function, size and sequence of autotransporters
differ, their passengers fold into the same principal secondary structure
of right-handed β-helices linked by loop regions (74).
The first structure of an autotransporter passenger to be solved was that
of Pertactin (90,91). It has 16 helical turns connected by loops, where
each turn consists of three parallel β-sheets (74). As more structures have
become available, it is apparent that the β-helix is a returning motif, and
that protein functionality often is achieved through the loop regions or
by the presence of additional globular domains. In figure 5, four
autotransporter passengers with solved structures are shown: Pertactin
(Prn) from B. pertussis (PDB id 1DAB), Adhesion and penetration
protein (Hap) from Haemophilus influenzae (PDB id 3SYJ), Hemoglobinbinding protease (Hbp) from E. coli (PDB id 1WXR) and the vacuolating
cytotoxin (VacA) p55 fragment from Helicobacter pylori (PDB id 2QV3)
(85,91-93).
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Pertactin

Hemoglobin-binding protease

Adhesion and penetration protein

p55

Figure 5: Structures of solved autotransporter passengers: Pertactin (Prn) from
B. pertussis (PDB id 1DAB), Adhesion and penetration protein (Hap) from
H. influenzae (PDB id 3SYJ), Hemoglobin-binding protease (Hbp) from E. coli
(PDB id 1WXR) and the vacuolating cytotoxin (VacA) p55 fragment from
H. pylori (PDB id 2QV3).
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GENERAL SECRETION MECHANISM
The mechanism of autotransport from the cytoplasm to the cell surface
is a simple but elegant process, illustrated in figure 6. In comparison to
many other surface expression systems where multiple proteins are
involved in the translocation process, autotransporters have all the
required functionality embedded in one peptide, and any assistance is
mediated by proteins already present in the periplasm and outer
membrane.

IV

Cell exterior
Outer membrane

III
II

Periplasm

Inner membrane
SecYEG

YidC

Cytoplasm

SecA
SecB

I

Figure 6: The principal secretion mechanism of autotransporters. The
synthesized pre-peptide is directed to the Sec-system by recognition of the signal
peptide by SecB for transport over the inner membrane (I). The ATPase SecA
facilitates movement of the peptide through the SecYEG-timer and once the
protein is in the periplasm, the signal peptidase cleaves off the signal peptide (II).
The β-barrel thereafter gets integrated into the outer membrane (III) and acts as
a pore for the passenger domain to pass through. The passenger then folds at the
cell surface (IV) and either stays covalently bound to the β-barrel or gets cleaved
off.
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As previously mentioned, autotransporters have a signal peptide at the
N-terminal end for transport of the pre-peptide over the inner cell
membrane. The signal peptide is recognized by the Sec translocase
system, which transfers the unfolded pre-peptide over the membrane,
followed by cleavage of the signal peptide (94). Once in the periplasm,
the β-barrel domain of the autotransporter is inserted into the outer
membrane. With the β-barrel in place, the unfolded passenger domain
passes through the created pore and folds at the cell surface. Depending
on the specific autotransporter, the passenger is either cleaved from the
surface, or stays linked to the β-barrel.

THE SIGNAL PEPTIDE
Autotransporters are synthesized with a Sec-dependent signal peptide
that usually is 20-30 aa long (74). It consists of three regions: a basic Nregion, a hydrophobic H-region, and a signal peptidase recognition
sequence called the C-region (73). It is believed that the N- and Hregions are recognized by the Sec-system and that the H-region gets
inserted into the inner membrane during transport (74). The C-region
contains a cleavage site for the signal peptidase, ensuring the release of
the protein from the membrane-bound signal peptide into the periplasm.
A small amount of all autotransporters, approximately 10 %, have
extended signal peptides. These signal peptides are 50-60 aa long and
divided into the N1, H1, N2, H2 and C regions (95). N2, H2 and C are
analogous to N, H and C in a typical Sec-dependent signal peptide, and
N1 and H1, together called the extended signal peptide region (ESPR),
are unique elements for these signal peptides. Unlike N2, H2 and C,
which have shown to be variable, the ESPR is highly conserved among
autotransporters.
The function of the ESPR has not yet been fully elucidated. Deleting or
replacing it with a typical Sec-dependent signal peptide, resulted in the
secretion of a functional protein (96). For another autotransporter
however, deletion of the ESPR resulted in accumulation of misfolded
passenger domains in the periplasm (97). A model has been proposed
where the inner membrane protein YidC interacts with the ESPR during
translocation and slows the release of the protein into the periplasm, in
order to prevent misfolding (74,98).
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ROLE OF THE SEC TRANSLOCASE
The Sec translocase is the system responsible for transferring synthesized
pre-peptides from the cytoplasm to the periplasm, and has a highly
conserved sequence among all three domains of life (94). The core of the
translocase is a heterotrimer, in bacteria known as SecYEG, but there are
several auxiliary proteins involved in translocation. The Sec system can
handle both proteins destined for secretion, as well as those targeted for
insertion into the inner membrane, a distinction that is made based on
the hydrophobicity of the N-region in the signal peptide.
Proteins destined for the Sec translocase can either utilize the cotranslational- or posttranslational pathway (99). The co-translational
pathway involves the signal recognition particle (SRP) and the
membrane-associated signal particle receptor FtsY, and is used for
insertion of inner membrane proteins. The SRP is the first protein able
to interact with the peptide as it exits the ribosome, and if the sequence
is highly hydrophobic and helical, it will bind to the SRP and be directed
to FtsY, and the SecYEG translocon (94).
Secreted proteins such as autotransporters mainly use the
posttranslational pathway, where the pre-peptide is translated to its full
length in the cytosol and maintained in an unfolded state by cytosolic
chaperone SecB (100). The SecB-pre-peptide complex then moves to the
translocon where the pre-peptide is transferred from SecB to the ATPase
SecA. Through hydrolysis of ATP, SecA initiates translocation of the
protein through the core, SecYEG (101). On the periplasmic side of the
membrane, the signal peptide is cleaved by the signal peptidase, upon
completion of translocation (94).

PERIPLASMIC INTERACTIONS
As autotransporters move through the periplasm, it is generally agreed
upon that they interact with periplasmic chaperones (102). The involved
chaperones have been shown to be mainly SurA and Skp, but also DegP,
a protein displaying both chaperone functionality as well as proteolytic
activity of unfolded peptides (103). The chaperones are believed to assist
the pre-peptide in maintaining an unfolded conformation, thus avoiding
pre- or misfolding (104,105). There is a possibility that they assist in the
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folding of the β-barrel and its integration into the outer membrane, as
well as protects the peptide from proteases. The periplasmic
oxidoreductase DsbA that catalyzes the formation of disulfide bonds in
cysteine-containing proteins is another enzyme capable of interacting
with autotransporters in the periplasm. Formation of disulfide bonds in
the periplasm is however problematic for autotransporters, as it might
lead to translocation-incapable structures. It is not common with
disulfide motifs in natural passengers of autotransporters, but it has been
shown that deletion of DsbA results in surface translocation of cysteine
containing passenger proteins (106,107).

SURFACE TRANSLOCATION AND FOLDING
In was originally believed that the β-barrel domains of autotransporters
were able to integrate themselves into the outer membrane without
involvement of other proteins. It is now believed that the β-barrel
assembly machinery (Bam, previously known as YeaT or Omp85) assists
in, and is necessary for insertion of all outer membrane β-barrel proteins,
autotransporters included (102). For the following autotransporters, the
Bam complex have been demonstrated to be essential for surface
expression: AIDA-I and Pet from E. coli, BrkA from Bordetella sp, and
IcsA and SepA from Shigella flexneri (108,109).
The Bam complex is attached to the outer membrane and consists in
E. coli of the integral β-barrel protein BamA, as well as four lipoproteins
(BamB-E) directed towards the periplasm (102). Studies indicate that
only BamA and BamD are necessary for outer membrane protein
biogenesis, and that the other three proteins are involved in quality
control and incorporation of folded β-barrels into the membrane
(110-113). It is known that the Bam complex recognizes a motif in βbarrel proteins, but the mechanism by which Bam folds the β-barrel and
incorporates the protein into membrane is currently unknown (114).
With the β-barrel in place in the outer membrane, the passenger protein
can be translocated to the cell surface and subsequently folded. There are
three existing models for the translocation mechanism through the pore.
In the first model, the N-terminus of the passenger domain passes
through the pore first (head to tail model). The main problem with this
model is associated with the lack of driving force in the translocation,
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and how the N-terminal amino acids are to navigate to the pore. This
model is not supported by the accumulated research and can most likely
be considered as incorrect (74,76).
The second model, first put forward for the IgA1 protease, suggests that
the passenger domain moves through the pore with its C-terminus first,
forming a hairpin at the cell surface (66). Like for the first model, there is
an unresolved issue regarding the driving force of the translocation.
However, experiments have proven the stable core/autochaperone
domain to be essential for folding of the passenger domain, and for the
protein EspP it was demonstrated that the rest of the passenger would
not be translocated unless the autochaperone domain folded correctly
(84,115-117). This gives support to the hairpin model since the
autochaperone domain is situated at the C-terminal end of the passenger
protein. The last of the three models suggests that BamA is involved, not
only in the folding of the β-barrel, but also in translocation of the
passenger domain. This is a speculative model where the specific
assistance of BamA has not been outlined other than it being involved in
the translocation process (73).

THE ADHESIN INVOLVED IN DIFFUSE ADHERENCE (AIDA-I)
IgA1 and the adhesin involved in diffuse adherence (AIDA-I) are the
two main classical autotransporters (type Va) that have been used for
surface expression of recombinant proteins (65). AIDA-I was discovered
in 1989, but was six years later identified to be homologous to IgA1 and
hypothesized to utilize a similar surface translocation mechanism (82,88).
Seeing as AIDA-I is native to E. coli, it was considered to be a more
suitable tool for surface expression.
AIDA-I has been used for expression of recombinant epitopes, enzymes
and enzyme inhibitors in laboratory strains of E. coli (118-120). The prepeptide of AIDA-I, synthesized from the gene aidA, consists of 1,286 aa
and holds a 49 aa long signal peptide (figure 7) (121). Once translocated
to the surface, AIDA-I is subjected to autoproteolysis believed to be
catalyzed by two acidic amino acids, Glu897 and Asp878, separating the
autotransporter into a 797 aa long adhesin passenger and a 440 aa long
translocator unit (called AIDAC or the β-domain) (122). The adhesin
interacts with the cell surface even after proteolysis but heat-treatment
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has shown to release the protein into solution (123). By a single amino
acid mutation, the protease recognition site can be removed (124).
The adhesin has a translated size of 79.5 kDa and is a glycoprotein with
an average of 19 heptose residues that are vital for protein functionality,
yielding a mature protein of approximately 100 kDa (125). The AIDAC
domain has a molecular weight of 47.5 kDa and contains two subdomains, β1 and β2. β2 holds the 14 β-sheets that build up the β-barrel in
the outer membrane along with the α-helix linker domain, while β1 is a
smaller domain of two β-sheets that are surface accessible.

C-terminus

N-terminus

SP

adhesin passenger

1

2

AIDAC/ -domain

Figure 7: The domain structure of the adhesin involved in diffuse adherence
(AIDA-I) of enteropathogenic E. coli. It consists of a 49 aa signal peptide (SP), a
797 aa adhesin and a 440 aa translocator unit called AIDAC or the β-domain,
which in turn can be divided into two sub-domains: β1 and β2.

SURFACE EXPRESSION OF RECOMBINANT PASSENGERS
USING AUTOTRANSPORT

After the autotransporter mechanism had been described, it did not take
long before the first report emerged on its utilization for surface
expression of recombinant proteins. In 1990, Klauser et al. expressed the
B subunit of cholera toxin in the β-domain of the IgA1 protease (126).
More recombinant passengers have since then been inserted and
expressed on the cell surface, as new autotransporters have been
discovered (65).
In addition to their simple translocation mechanism, autotransporters
have other properties that make them attractive for surface expression.
For example, natural autotransporter passengers vary greatly in size and
function (see table 1 for an assortment of autotransporter passengers).
Almost all passengers share a structural core motif of β-helices, but they
can be as small as Ag43 at 50 kDa, and as large as Pet at 194 kDa
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(127,128). Many autotransporters have passengers over 100 kDa, an
indication of that they are more suitable for expression of large inserts
than are Omps or flagella and fimbriae, for which the size of the insert is
a limiting factor. The function of autotransporters is often associated
with cell-to-cell interactions, but the passengers themselves can be
proteases, adhesins, toxins or resistance-mediating proteins. The
autotransport mechanism is thus not restricted to a certain type of
proteins, and holds promise for surface expression of passenger domains
with diverse characteristics. From activity measurement of surface
expressed adrenodoxin, calibrated against purified enzyme, the amount
of protein to be expressed on the cell surface by autotransport has been
estimated to be upwards 100,000 copies/cell (119).
Table 1: A selection of autotransporters listed with sizes of the passenger
domains and their corresponding functions.
Autotransporter Organism
Ag43
AIDA-I
BrkA
EspP
Hap
Hbp
IcsA
IgA1 protease
Pertactin
Pet
SepA
Vac

Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli
Bordetella pertussis
Escherichia coli
Haemophilus influenzae
Escherichia coli
Shigella flexneri
Neisseria gonorrhoeae
Bordetella pertussis
Escherichia coli
Shigella flexneri
Helicobacter pylori

Passenger
Function
size (kDa)
49.7
79.5
68.4
105.4
111.9
111.8
72.4
105.9
60.2
193.9
190.3
88.0

Colony aggregation
Adhesion
Serum resistance
Protease
Protease
Protease
Actin assembly
Protease
Adhesion
Protease and toxin
Protease
Cytotoxin

Accession
no.
P39180
Q03155
Q45340
Q7BSW5
P45387
O88093
Q7BCK4
P09790
P14283
O68900
Q8VSL2
Q48245

DETECTION OF SURFACE EXPRESSED PROTEINS
For detection of recombinant proteins that have been expressed by
autotransport, a common strategy has been utilization of antiserum or
monoclonal antibodies specific for the passenger protein, in combination
with a secondary, labeled antibody (118,129,130). While a specific
antibody towards a certain recombinant protein is effective in detection
of that individual passenger, this method would not be applicable in a
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standardized surface expression vector. An effective expression system
requires that the passenger can be replaced while the analysis procedure
remains unchanged. Fusion tags can be utilized for a more universal
detection method, and has been applied in a couple of studies (131,132).
In most studies, the passenger was detected by western blot analysis of
an isolation of the outer cell membrane. This revealed if the fusion
protein was present in the outer membrane, but it was not a
confirmation of its presence on the cell surface. In order to verify the
orientation of the expressed protein, proteases such as trypsin or
proteinase K have typically been added to the cell suspension
(119,133,134). The process of outer membrane isolation and western
blotting was thereafter repeated, and since the proteases are unable to
penetrate the outer cell membrane, a negative western blot supported
that the digested protein was present on the cell surface. Flow cytometry
has also been been used to verify surface expression of recombinant
proteins (21,135). Its primary advantage over protease treatment in
combination with western blot is that it is a whole-cell method where
analysis can performed without lysing the cells. Moreover, it provides
immediate, relative quantification of the surface expression level.

PROTEOLYTIC DEGRADATION
In some of the studies that have explored surface expression by
autotransport, it was clear that the fusion protein had been subjected to
undesired proteolytic degradation (119,134,136). However, in other
studies where a passenger-specific antibody or antiserum was used for
detection, it was indicated that proteolysis was not a concern.
Unfortunately, detection of the passenger alone does not provide
sufficient information for concluding that no undesired proteolysis
exists. In one study, where AIDA-I was used for surface expression of
the B subunit of the heat labile endotoxin (LTB) of E. coli, detection was
performed with antibodies against both LTB and the AIDAC-domain
(118). When detecting LTB, no proteolysis was observed on the western
blot, but when detecting AIDAC, several smaller bands was seen,
suggesting otherwise. Thus, given that most autotransport-based surface
expression systems utilized only a passenger-specific antibody, there is a
possibility that the proteins expressed were affected by undetected
proteolysis.
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Present investigation
The aim of this thesis was to create an autotransport-based surface
expression system, usable in a wide range of applications. This required
the different components of the expression cassette to be easily
replaceable and that the synthesis rate could be controlled. It was further
required that the surface expression could be verified by concluding if
the recombinant protein was directed towards the extracellular
environment or the periplasm, and that the surface expression yield
could be analyzed and subsequently optimized.
The strategy was to construct a novel surface expression vector with
high modularity and improved detection. The vector would be used for
analysis of proteolysis, and to increase the amount of full-length protein
at the cell surface. The current study is divided into two parts: improving
detection of surface expression (I), and increasing the yield of surface
expressed protein at the cell surface (II).

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In previous research, the S. Enteritidis flagellar protein H:gm (53.1 kDa)
and fimbrial protein SefA (14.4 kDa), were expressed on the surface of
E. coli, using the AIDA-I autotransporter (35). In the vector used, called
pDT1, the proteins were fused to a N-terminal His6-tag located between
the signal peptide and the passenger protein (figure 8 A). The passenger
was followed by a linker region, composed of the 54 C-terminal aa of the
natural AIDA passenger, and the AIDAC-domain. The fusion proteins
lacked the cleavage site separating the adhesin from the β1 domain in the
AIDA-I wild type protein, and stayed covalently bound to AIDAC at the
cell surface. Both proteins were present in the outer membrane, but only
SefA, the smaller of the two, could be detected on the cell surface with a
His6-specific antibody. The orientation of H:gm in the outer membrane
could thus not be resolved.
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IMPROVED DETECTION OF SURFACE
EXPRESSION (PAPER I)

A NOVEL SURFACE EXPRESSION VECTOR
The surface expression vector pAIDA1 was constructed and used to
analyze surface expression levels. The proteins chosen for benchmarking
the performance of the new system were the previously expressed SefA
and H:gm. As a starting point for the construction of pAIDA1, the
origin of replication was decided to be of low to medium copy number,
in order to make sure that the protein synthesis rate would be controlled
by the inducer concentration. This was part of the strategy to ensure
modularity in the construct, as complex/large proteins can be
troublesome to express by using high copy number plasmids. Therefore,
the p15A ori from pACYC184, present at 20-30 copies per cell, was the
origin of replication used in pAIDA1.
In the previously used vector pDT1, expression was controlled by the
natural promoter of AIDA-I, aidA. This is a poorly understood,
constitutive promoter that does not promote modularity (137). In
pAIDA1, the lacUV5 promoter was therefore instead used. This is an
inducible (by IPTG or lactose) and well-understood promoter, which in
combination with a low/medium copy number ori such as p15A can be
used to regulate the protein synthesis rate in lacY negative E. coli (138).
The vector pAIDA1 is illustrated in figure 8 B. The structural elements
of AIDA-I, the signal peptide, linker region and AIDAC-domain, were
identical in pAIDA1 and pDT1. To meet the requirement of increased
detectability on the cell surface, a dual tag detection strategy was applied,
where two tags flank the passenger protein. On the N-terminal side, a
His6-tag was utilized, and on the C-terminal side, a Myc-tag (139).
Additionally, two protease cleavage sites (for HRV 3C and TEV) were
introduced between the detection tags and the passenger protein,
providing the option of developing an assay for quantification of surface
expressed protein by conventional protein analysis. For facilitated future
manipulation of the surface expression cassette, unique restriction sites
were placed between the different components of the vector.
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A: pDT1
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SP His6 Passenger Linker AIDAc

B: pAIDA1
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Figure 8: Vectors pDT1 and pAIDA1. In pDT1 (A), protein expression is under
control of the aidA promoter, and the passenger is fused to an N-terminal His6tag. In pAIDA1 (B), expression is regulated by lacUV5 and two detection tags
(His6 and Myc) with adjacent protease cleavage sites (HRV 3C and TEV) flank
the passenger protein.

IMPROVED DETECTION AND SURFACE EXPRESSION LEVELS
To test the performance of pAIDA1, the surface expression level was
compared against that of pDT1 by flow cytometry analysis of labeled
antibodies, specific towards either the His6- or Myc-tag (figure 9).
Surface expression of SefA was first investigated (figure 9 A). For this
protein, surface expression was more successful from pAIDA1 than
from pDT1. For one thing, the whole cell population expressed the
protein on the cell surface, which was not the case for pDT1. In
addition, the fluorescence signal was approximately 50 % stronger from
pAIDA1 than from pDT1.
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After it had been established that pAIDA1 was able to express SefA on
the cell surface more successfully than pDT1, the accessibility of the
Myc-tag, located on the C-terminal side of the passenger in the fusion
protein, was tested. It was far from obvious that that the Myc antibody
would be able to bind its epitope-tag, as the tag was located behind the
folded passenger protein. Nine aa were intentionally placed between the
tag and the passenger protein to minimize steric clashes between the
antibody and the passenger, but the antibody could still be hindered
from interacting with the epitope-tag due to the presence of the other
proteins at the cell surface. The fluorescence from the Myc-tag was
however clearly distinguished from a negative control and the antibody
could be confirmed to bind the Myc-tag sufficiently well (figure 9 A).
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Figure 9: Flow cytometry histograms of expressed SefA and H:gm on the
surface of E. coli. Red peaks correspond to a negative control consisting of cells
lacking vector. Green peaks correspond to expression from pDT1, and blue to
expression from pAIDA1. A: Detection of tags when SefA was expressed on the
surface. B: Detection of tags when H:gm was expressed on the surface.
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As the new vector performed as desired for SefA, it was thereafter
investigated if it could be used to determine the orientation of H:gm in
the outer membrane. The His6-tag fluorescence of H:gm was not
significantly higher than from a negative control, when either of pDT1
or pAIDA1 was used, which stands in agreement with previous results
(figure 9 B). The Myc-tag fluorescence of pAIDA1 was nevertheless
significantly greater than that of the negative control, and also in the
same magnitude as for SefA. It could thus be confirmed that the H:gm
fusion protein were facing the cell exterior, and the novel vector was
proven to be a tool able to handle detection of also problematic fusion
proteins that are not easily expressed in their full-length on the cell
surface.

DEGRADATION OF FUSION PROTEINS
In order to better understand the fate of the fusion proteins during
translocation, the protein content in the two cellular membranes, as well
as in the soluble fraction, was examined. Using western blot analysis, it
was verified that both SefA and H:gm were present exclusively in the
outer membrane (figure 10). Due to the presence of the C-terminal Myctag, the fusion proteins were detected at two different sizes. One band
corresponded well with the expected sizes of the fusion proteins at
72 kDa for SefA and 111 kD for H:gm (marked as F for full-length). The
other band was interestingly of the same size for both SefA and H:gm,
and was notably smaller than the others (marked as D for degraded).
Both proteins had thus been subjected to proteolysis, but the effect was
much more severe for H:gm.
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Figure 10: Western blot showing distribution of SefA and H:gm expressed from
pAIDA1 in the cellular fractions: soluble (S), inner membrane (IM) and outer
membrane (OM). As positive control (C), pAIDA1 without a passenger was
used. Full-length protein is marked with F and degraded protein with D.

It is expected that some recombinant proteins will be affected by
undesired proteolysis when expressed on the cell surface, exemplified
here by H:gm. To optimize surface expression of these proteins, it is of
great assistance to have a surface expression system that can facilitate the
trouble-shooting process, and measure the improvement in expression
yield.
It was concluded that the proteolytic degradation could not have
occurred in the cytoplasm, and that it was unlikely to have happened at
the cell surface. A more plausible explanation was that periplasmic
proteases was responsible the degradation, but regardless of the
mechanism, it became evident that proteolysis of surface expressed
proteins is an issue that needs to be addressed. As (I) focused on the
needs of modularity and verification of the protein orientation in the
outer membrane, the next step was to decrease proteolysis and optimize
surface expression yield.
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INCREASED YIELD OF SURFACE EXPRESSION
(PAPER II)
It was hypothesized that inactivation of periplasmic proteases would
increase the yield of full-length protein on the cell surface. Baneyx et al.
demonstrated that periplasmic proteases exhibit maximum activity at
alkaline pH and are inactivated below pH 6 (140). As the periplasm has
approximately the same pH as the surrounding medium, it was
considered interesting to investigate if cultivation pH would have an
impact on proteolysis and surface expression yield. In addition to pH, it
was desired to examine the effect of cultivation temperature and IPTG
concentration. Temperature has, like pH, been found to affect
periplasmic proteolysis, and inducer concentration regulates protein
synthesis rate, which may impact surface expression levels (138,140).

DEGRADATION RATE OF SURFACE EXPRESSION
Before optimization of surface expression levels was attempted, it was of
interest of see if the degradation rate of surface expressed protein was
dependent on the cultivation conditions, as this would make a
comparison challenging. SefA was therefore cultivated at two arbitrary
sets of cultivation parameters (22 °C, pH 5.5, 1000 µM IPTG and
30 °C, pH 7.0, 400 µM IPTG) and the fluorescence from the His6- and
Myc-tag was measured over time (figure 11).
Due to the large difference in growth rate between the two set of
conditions (0.23 h-1 vs. 0.64 h-1), the fluorescence was plotted against the
generation time in order for the comparison to be meaningful. The
resulting surface expression yield was similar for both cultivation
conditions. Maximum expression was obtained after 2-3 generations
after which it decreased, most likely due to declining expression over
time, while growth rate remains constant. Since the same pattern was
observed for both conditions, it was concluded that different cultivation
conditions could be compared on the basis of generation time. It was
further decided that the cells was to be analyzed four generations after
induction, well after expression levels had peaked.
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Figure 11: Fluorescence from surface-expressed SefA plotted against the
generation time when cultivated at 22 °C, pH 5.5, 1000 µM IPTG (circles) and 30
°C, pH 7.0, 400 µM IPTG (squares). In A, the fluorescence from the His6-tag is
shown, and in B, the fluorescence from the Myc-tag.

MODELING INFLUENCE OF CULTIVATION CONDITIONS
To arrive at optimal cultivation conditions for surface expression from
pAIDA1, a design of experiments (DOE) approach was used. By
applying DOE, synergistic effects of the factors pH, temperature and
inducer concentration could be investigated, and the number of required
experiments minimized.
For each factor, three levels were studied (table 4) and used to model
that factor’s influence on surface expression of the model protein SefA.
This resulted in a total of 17 bioreactor cultivations. Other than the
specific yield of surface expression of SefA per cell, the additional
responses modeled were the ratio of full-length SefA to total amount of
surface expressed protein (His6-tag/Myc-tag), and cell growth rate.
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Table 4: Levels of the factors pH, temperature and IPTG concentration
investigated in the optimization study.
Level

pH

Temperature
(°C)

IPTG
(µM)

low (-1)
center (0)
high (+1)

5.5
6.5
7.5

22
32
42

10
100
1000

It was observed that the influence of inducer concentration could not be
modeled, due to lack of expression at 10 µM IPTG. Temperature and
pH were modeled to influence surface expression, and the effect was
greater when combined. It was observed from the models that the lower
the value of both factors, the higher the surface expression yield. There
was however no maximum observed in the models, indicating that
lowering pH and cultivation temperature further would increase the
surface expression. Therefore, a second set of experiments was
conducted where the center points for pH and temperature was
decreased, and the center point of IPTG increased (table 5). This
resulted in 18 additional bioreactor cultivations.
Table 5: Levels of the factors pH, temperature and IPTG concentration
investigated in the second set of experiments in the optimization study.
Level

pH

Temperature
(°C)

IPTG
(µM)

low (-1)
center (0)
high (+1)

5.0
5.5
6.0

18
27
36

50
650
1250

The models for the His6-tag fluorescence and the His6-tag/Myc-tag
fluorescence ratio in the second series can be seen in figure 12. In these
models, it appeared to be a large difference in surface expression yield
between 50 and 650 µM IPTG, but a minor effect between 650 and
1250 µM, consistent with the expectation that the lac-promoter has a
threshold value, after which the promoter barely be stimulated further.
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As for the previously derived models, there was no maximum seen for
the surface expression when plotting the effects of temperature and pH.
Seeing as pH 5.0 is close to the growth minimum E. coli, it appears as if
expression increase with lowered pH until cell growth becomes
inhibited. At the lowest cultivation temperature used in the second
experimental series (18 °C), the growth rate was as slow as 0.1 h-1.
Lowering the temperature further was thus not considered meaningful,
as this would lead to very low productivity. An interesting result was
however that the fluorescence from the His6-tag increased more with
lower pH and temperature, than did the fluorescence from the Myc-tag,
indicating that the ratio of full-length protein had been increased
(figure 12 B), and proteolysis therefore reduced.
His6-tag fluorescence

B

His6-tag/Myc-tag fluorescence

temperature (°C)

temperature (°C)

A

pH

pH

Figure 12: Models derived from the second experimental series. Models are for
A: surface expression of full-length SefA based on His6-tag fluorescence, and B:
ratio of full-length SefA as His6-tag fluorescence divided by Myc-tag
fluorescence. The models presented here are based on the results obtained at
1250 µM IPTG.

REDUCED PROTEOLYSIS AND IMPROVED SURFACE
EXPRESSION YIELD

By western blot analysis, it was verified that the cultivation conditions
indeed had an effect on the level of proteolysis of the SefA fusion
protein (figure 13). As in (I), two discrete bands were seen for each
experiment, where the larger corresponded to the mature, full-length
fusion protein at 72 kDa, and the smaller to the proteolysed protein.
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Depending on the cultivation conditions, a clear difference could be seen
between the relative amounts of full-length and proteolysed protein. By
inspection of the blots in figure 13, it is evident that cells cultivated at
18 °C expressed a greater ratio of full-length to proteolysed protein, than
those cultivated at 36 °C, demonstrating the effect of temperature on
proteolysis.

Figure 13: Western blots of the outer membrane fractions of E. coli expressing
the pAIDA1-SefA fusion protein at different cultivation conditions. Cultivation
temperature (18, 27 and 36 °C), pH value (5.0, 5.5, 6.0) and IPTG concentration
(50, 650, 1250 µM) were varied. SefA cultivated in shake flask was used as a
positive control (C).

To estimate how much the yield potentially could be improved with
optimal cultivation conditions, those that gave the highest expression
level (18 °C, pH 5.0 and 1250 μM IPTG) were compared to the in (I)
used cultivation conditions (37 °C, pH 7.0 and 200 μM IPTG) by flow
cytometry. It was observed that the optimized conditions resulted in a
300 % higher surface expression yield with a 33 % higher fulllength/proteolysed protein ratio.
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Concluding remarks
In (I), the usefulness of pAIDA1 was demonstrated, and the proteolysed
fusion protein H:gm could be confirmed to be present on the surface of
E. coli cells. In (II), it was shown that optimal cultivation conditions
could reduce proteolysis and increase the surface expression yield.
As no protein was found in the inner membrane or the soluble fraction
when SefA was expressed under optimized cultivation conditions, this
indicates that it is possible to further increase the surface expression
yield. As previously mentioned, it should be theoretically possible to
express up to approximately 120,000 additional protein molecules in the
outer membrane, without loss of cell viability. Therefore, it would be
interesting to determine the number of copies of SefA in the membrane,
and see how well the achieved surface expression yield compares to this
value. If it is found that the number of SefA molecules on the cell
surface is lower then the theoretical maximum, it might be worthwhile
exploring the possibility of utilizing a combination of a stronger
promoter and a high copy number plasmid. Such an approach is
however most likely not suitable for all proteins, especially more
complex proteins that are difficult to express by brute-force
methodology. Consequently, the modularity of the expression system
will be decreased if these modifications are implemented.
Proteolysis was reduced with optimized cultivation conditions, but was
not eliminated completely. It appears as if optimal set points need to be
combined with other measures to counter proteolysis completely. In
prospective research, it might therefore be favorable to investigate if
optimal cultivation conditions can be utilized for surface expression in
an E. coli strain deficient of periplasmic proteases. If proteolysis can be
reduced through such a strategy, it might be possible to use less
unfavorable cultivation conditions. E. coli cells cultivated at pH 5.0 and
18 °C grow at a rate of less then 0.1 h-1, consequently resulting in low
productivity. By increasing pH to 5.5 and temperature to 27 °C, growth
rate is increased to over 0.4 h-1, and if a protease-deficient strain could be
used to provide high levels of full-length protein at these conditions, it
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would be a significant improvement from an industrial production
perspective. The negative aspect of a protease-deficient E. coli strain is
that cell viability is decreased. Therefore, it is likely not possible to utilize
a strain deficient in all the periplasmic proteases (141,142). The strategy
should instead focus on elimination of specific proteases believed to be
involved in the degradation of the expressed proteins. A possible target
is the householding chaperone/protease DegP, which has been proven
to degrade unfolded peptides.
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Abbreviations

aa
AIDA-I
BAM
His6
Ig
IPTG
kDa
LPS
Omp

amino acid
Adhesin Involved in Diffuse Adherence
β-barrel Assembly Machine
Hexahistidine
Immunoglobulin
Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
kiloDalton
Lipopolysaccharide
Outer membrane protein
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